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Something a bit different in a

great location

•

3 bedroom bungalow in popular

Queens Park road

•

LOVELY QUIET HOME on

elevated plot

•

Sheltered SOUTH FACING

GARDEN

•

Large conservatory/living room

open plan to kitchen

•

A TASTE OF THE 'HIGH LIFE' in this 3 bedroom bungalow set on an elevated plot.  LOVELY QUIET HOME set above the road
and with sheltered SOUTH FACING GARDEN.  Large conservatory/living room is heart of the home.  TIMBER CHALET/OFFICE
at top of garden.
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It's a A TASTE OF THE ‘HIGH LIFE’ living in this detached bungalow set on
an elevated plot
A lovely quiet home set above the road and with a very sheltered SOUTH
FACING GARDEN with sun trap patio and further raised area with
TIMBER CHALET/OFFICE
The bungalow has 3 bedrooms, all doubles, with Bedroom 1, at the front,
being a particularly good size
The present owners spend much of their time in the large
CONSERVATORY/LIVING ROOM which is open plan to the kitchen
The kitchen area is fitted with units, including Neff electric oven/grill and
Neff gas hob with feature cooker hood over
The conservatory has UPVC double glazed windows, and doors out to
the patio and garden beyond
There is also a quiet lounge, with doors out to the garden, and internal
staircase down to the former basement garage which is now a GAMES
ROOM
Accommodation is completed by a bathroom fitted with a white suite
including bath and separate shower cubicle, and a separate cloakroom
The patio next to the conservatory is a great spot to enjoy the sun, and
steps leads up to the rest of the garden which is lawned
A very useful feature is the garden chalet/office, which has electric light
and power and connects to the wifi.  An ideal place to work from home
perhaps, or a quiet retreat at the top of the garden
The bungalow is in a very convenient position, between Queens Park Golf
Course and the great range of shops at Castlepoint (and there is a useful
footpath down to Castle Lane).
There is plenty of open space nearby and excellent leisure facilities such
as the David English Centre, part of BH Live.
Its not too far to join the Wessex Way for easy access into the town
centre and out of town
With several large employers such as JP Morgan and Royal Bournemouth
Hospital nearby, its possible to leave the car at home and walk to work
SOMETHING A BIT DIFFERENT IN GREAT LOCATION

£450,000
FREEHOLD

These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied 
upon as statements or representations of fact. Any areas, measurements or distances 
are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are not 
necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all the 
necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and we have not tested any 
services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or 
otherwise. 
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